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WHAT IS CREED?

CREED is a dynamic crypto plan aiming to accomplish a steady passive income for

its supporters.

HOW IT WORKS

CREED is the only contract working manually in the tron chain. Our main goal is to

build and maintain a stable system that will benefit our supporters. By using price

stabilization and manual contracting we will be able to avoid any issues that may

occur on price.

CREED PRICE

As Creed develops, the price of purchasing CREED will increase. This will enable us

to research different projects and also provide further opportunities for

investment. We at Creed promise that there will be no loss to profits as a result of

the price increases, price adjustments will only benefit our supporters.

CREED TOKEN BURN

As CREED develops, We will carry out various token burns to reduce the

circulating supply, further strengthening the price of CREED. 100,000,000 CREED

is planned to be burned. Further details of token burns will be announced

separately in our telegram channel.

CREED DYNAMIC REWARDS SYSTEM

Starting on 1st September with a new dynamic rewards system we are planning

to increase interest in the CREED project. The monthly rewards distributed on the

5th of each month will be cancelled and replaced with a value increasing method.

It works with the same principle as 5% monthly rewards. But with a few changes

on the plan. Instead of distributing 5% new CREED, we will be adding 5% value on



CREED price on justswap.  Old version was once a month event and was open to

abusing. New rewards plan is set to keep increasing the value of CREED on

justswap by daily purchases by the team determined on the circulating amount of

CREED.

EXAMPLE:

100,000 CREED in real circulation is promised to deliver 5,000 CREED. So the team

will buy 5,000/30=166 CREED daily from justswap.io

With CREED DYNAMIC REWARDS SYSTEM we are offering a completely new value

increase method and a fair chance for everyone. The real circulating supply will

be controlled and real supporters will be rewarded. Simply holding your CREED

will be rewarding.

CREED STAKING PLAN

Staking will be only available on Beast safes on given APY or at Bololex.com. The

team has rights to add or remove staking options on platforms with a prior

announcement. All staked amounts will also be calculated in circulating supply.

CREED PROFIT AND PRICE INCREASE PLAN

New CREED sales by the team and regular buys by the people will be distributed

as below:

10% will be used to increase the CREED price on justswap.

15% will be added to CFB Beast Pool.

15% will be added to Team funds.

10% will be used to increase justswap liquidity.

50% will be added to CREED funds to be used on trading and BEAST ENERGY

PROGRAM for the purpose of generating wealth for the CREED ECOSYSTEM.

On exchange sales the total of all sales will be distributed as planned.

On Justswap when a new purchase occurs the team will initiate a counter sale to

distribute it as planned leaving 10% to increase the CREED price. Example:



1000 CREED sold on justswap the team can only initiate 900 CREED counter sale

leaving 10% as price increase.

CREED JUSTSWAP AND EXCHANGE PRINCIPLES

This principle was published and is valid from 26th JAN 2021, and was amended

on the 28th FEB 2021, 23rd APR 2021 and 18th AUG 2021.

CREED FINANCE holds no promise of price guarantee for transactions done

through JUSTSWAP or EXCHANGES as the transactions that take place are natural

trades. CREED only provides liquidity to JUSTSWAP and promises the official

accounts not participating in any large price changes except the planned

buybacks.  The rest is the given value by the traders. CREED TEAM holds no

promises on CREED tokens bought through JUSTSWAP or ANY EXCHANGE. CREED

holders may like to participate in the Staking, Referral program or buy CFB.

CREED smart contract address for JUSTSWAP:

TM2fhs1CFiS696VW13s3oBuDdPazCEGcfJ

The team promises to sell CREED only at current price or higher at exchanges. Any

amount sold by the team will be distributed just as stated.

INFORMATION ON CREED SUPPLY

1,000,000,000.000000 CREED was created on smart contract address :

TM2fhs1CFiS696VW13s3oBuDdPazCEGcfJ

990,000,000 is reserved and will be minted within time if the initial is all sold, in

pieces of 10,000,000 CREED at a time.

10,000,000.0000 CREED is divided into Owner address :

TEA4X68SNttYYhiSxv4UzU6WA4qvXGptCQ CEO address :

TWMuii42cLcuq2W2FBoA1EZyyjQ3acnUYq 100,000 CREED will be distributed on

events and advertising.



Salaries may not exceed 3,000 CREED a month for the CREED FINANCE TEAM.

OWNER AND CEO: 500 CREED ADMIN: 300 CREED COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE:

100 CREED.

WHAT IS A COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE?

A community Representative is a random investor that applies for the position

and must meet certain criteria. The strongest applicants will be chosen by the

TEAM. These candidates will then be voted for in the telegram group by the

investors and followers. The winner of which will become the community

representative.

The community representative will hold a chair in the team and has voting rights

on future projects and plans. The aim of the community representative is to show

transparency in all aspects of our business plans and to build a stronger trust

amongst our investors.

OFFICIAL TELEGRAM AND WEBSITE

www.creedvest.com

https://t.me/creedfinanceplan

DISCLAIMER

The owner of CREED is solely responsible for the CREED. The accounts and

investments are completely under his control. The Creed team will NOT be held

liable for wrong transactions, but take full responsibility for the transactions sent

to supporter's confirmed addresses.

CREED TEAM strongly recommends responsible actions on crypto space and holds

no responsibility on any kind of losses that may occur due to general market

movements. The CREED team only promises to work as stated and aims on

creating a growing crypto ecosystem..

Kind Regards,

Creed Team

http://www.creedvest.com
https://t.me/creedfinanceplan



